Gold Wing Road Riders Association
KRAZY HAT
Competition Suggestions
Krazy Hat competitions can generate an enormous amount of FUN for any gathering, be it Chapter,
District, Region or even Wing Ding! There are also no hard and fast rules for conducting a Krazy Hat
competition…we just encourage you to GO FOR IT and have FUN in the process.
How you do a Krazy Hat competition will depend on your venue, available space, participants, and
audience. Likewise, there are a number of ways that you can determine your winner. Here are a couple
of ideas:


If you have the space available, arrange the Krazy Hats on tables, with bags or small containers
for collecting tickets. Your event participants are given tickets and invited to drop a ticket into
the bag or container adjacent to their favorite Krazy Hat. The bag or container collecting the
most tickets is the winner!



If you want to be more “formal”, you can create a judging form and assign non-partial judges to
evaluate and score the Krazy Hats. Since judging criteria can be very subjective, have several
judges for the task! Also, make your scoring criteria very general, including things like how well
the Krazy Hat depicts the theme of the rally or event; creativity and originality of the Krazy Hat;
sense of humor (tasteful, of course); or overall appeal, just to name a few.



Bring the contestants up on stage to model their Krazy Hats in front of an audience. Allow them
to “strut their stuff” for everyone. After each contestant has had the opportunity to present
their Krazy Hat on stage, bring all of the contestants up on stage and one by one ask for
audience applause to help in determining the winner. If you have a large number of entries, this
may have to be done in stages.

Let your creativity and imagination soar, and allow your contestants to do the same! Then kick back and
enjoy the squeals of laughter as your Krazy Hat contest creates “Friends for FUN”!

